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Abstract - A new method for color image segmentation using guarantee that the produced fuzzy rules are the best possible
fuzzy logic is proposed in this paper. Our aim here is to ones. So, there is need for a method which could produce
automatically produce a fuzzy system for color classification and fuzzy rules and membership functions automatically. Several
image segmentation with least number of rules and minimum methods have been proposed in literature for automatic
error rate. Particle swarm optimization is a sub class of
evolutionary algorithms that has been inspired from social poutn of fuzzy rules lie geneti thms and is
behavior of fishes, bees, birds, etc, that live together in colonies. [12], [13], [14], [15] One problem with these methods is that
We use comprehensive learning particle swarm optimization they generate a large number offuzzyrules whichcauses slow
(CLPSO) technique to find optimal fuzzy rules and membership classification and processing speed [8]. In this paper, we
functions because it discourages premature convergence. Here propose a method which produces a smaller number of rules
each particle of the swarm codes a set of fuzzy rules. During while preserving low error rate. To that aim we use CLPSO to
evolution, a population member tries to maximize a fitness search for a set of such fuzzy rules.
criterion which is here high classification rate and small number The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in section
of rules. Finally, particle with the highest fitness value is selected two, fuzzy color classification is explained. An introduction to
as the best set of fuzzy rules for image segmentation. Our results, comprehensive learning particle swarm optimization is
using this method for soccer field image segmentation in Robocop
contests shows 89% performance. Less computational load is illustrated in section three. In secion four we give the details
needed when using this method compared with other methods of our proposed method for fuzzy color image segmentation
like ANFIS, because it generates a smaller number of fuzzy rules. using CLPSO. Our experimental setup and results are shown
Large train dataset and its variety, makes the proposed method in section five. Finally, conclusions and discussions come in
invariant to illumination noise. section six.

I. INTRODUCTION II. Fuzzy COLOR CLASSIFICATION

The process of partitioning a digital image into multiple Fuzzy color classification is a supervised learning method
regions (sets of pixels) is called image segmentation. Actually, for segmentation of color images. This method assigns a color
partitions are different objects in image which have the same class to each pixel of an input image by applying a set of fuzzy
texture or color. The result of image segmentation is a set of rules on it. A set of training image pixels, for which the colors
regions that collectively cover the entire image, or a set of are known are used to train the fuzzy system. The trained
contours extracted from the image. All of the pixels in a fuzzy system will be later evaluated on test images.
region are similar with respect to some characteristic or Different color spaces like HSL, RGB, YIQ, etc, have
computed property, such as color, intensity, or texture. been suggested in image processing, each suitable for different
Adjacent regions are significantly different with respect to the domains [1]. In this study, we chose HSL color space because
same characteristics. Some of practical applications of image a color in this space is represented in three dimensions: one
segmentation are: image processing, computer vision, face which codes the color itself (H) and another two which
recognition, medical imaging, digital libraries, image and explain details of the color, saturation (S) and lightness (L).
video retrieval, etc [1]. Because of this segregation of color components, this color
Image segmentation methods fall into five categories: Pixel space is most suitable for our purpose [I].
based segmentation [2], Region based segmentation [3], Edge As it can be seen in Fig. 1, H dimension is shown in a
based segmentation [4], [5], Edge and region Hybrid circle with colors occupying a range of degrees around it.
segmentation [6] and Clustering based segmentation [7], [8], Instead of assigning a specific hue value to each color around
[9], [10], [11]. Color image segmentation using fuzzy this circle, a fuzzy membership function can code for a color
classification is a pixel based segmentation method. A pixel is by giving it a range of hues each with different membership
assigned a specific color by the fuzzy system. One approach in value. As an example, H dimension in Fig. 2 is partitioned into
designing such a fuzzy system is an expert to look at training ten trapezoidal membership functions each one coding a
data and try to manually develop a set of fuzzy rules. Two different color.
drawbacks with such method are that first it is very
cumbersome and time consuming and second there is no
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Each fuzzy rule is represented as follows:
-W 4t 85If \. z Y 8$, \ j-th rule:

E____________/_______
if x is A1j and x2 is A j2 and

...

and xmiAjm (1)

0 21 43 8;5 128 170 191 213 234 255 then x = (xl , x Xm ) belongs to class Hi
Hue

Fig. 2 Partitioning H dimension with trapezoidal fuzzy membership functions with CF = CFj j = 1,2,..,R

Trapezoidal membership function showed in Fig. 3 needs in which R is the number of fuzzy rules, m is the
four parameters to be specified [1] dimensionality of input vector, H1 E 1 2. M is output of the

jth rule, M is the number of color classes, CF e [0, 1] is the

certainty factor of jth rule. We tried three types of
membership functions in our experiments. Equation (2), gives

; |k-+--l k----X---u an example of how we code membership functions on a
_____________\ Gaussian membership function.

a I 1/ 1 \1F HA,i (m jil,)m(ji,2),m(ji,3);Xi)
I a a ~~a 2' (2)0,

Fig. 3 trapezoidal fuzzy subset r xi - (2)
|expl~- J1 ,if~.i<mil

.. . . t t ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~m(ji,2) JiI)To represent two remaining dimensions of a color, = "
because of their less importance for determining a color xi-m
compared with Hue dimension, we divide each dimension to Lp m ml)
three parts: weak, medium and strong. Combining these two
dimensions we come to nine regions for representing a color in above equation, m = [mil), m(ji,2) ip)
shown in Fig. 4. parameters of the ith membership function of jth rule. P is the

t Saturafion number of parameters. r1 = [mijl, m j2, ., m jM ] is the jth
°55 170 85 0 rule and r = [r1, r2 rR] represents the whole fuzzy rule

Dep Dark SomJer 85 base. a = [HI, CFl, H2, CF2, ...1R, CFR] is the output of the

Bright Aledi fuzzy rule base. When an input vector x = (xI, x2,..., X.) is
|1o0 presented to the system, output of the system is calculated as:

M

Lumninous Lihit Pale qj(x) = Hn ,UAji (xi) (3)
i=1

255~ R

y = arg max q j(x).CFjFig. 4 Color representation on S and L dimensions =I m 1(xF

Classification performance of a fuzzy system is very
A two dimensional membership function is then placed on much dependent on its parameters. We are going to use a

each region. In order to generate two dimensional membership global search method (Comprehensive learning particle swarm
functions, three 1D trapezoidal membership functions is optimization) to find a rule base with both minimum number
placed over each dimension and then by multiplying these of rules and minimum error rate [15].
functions a set of nine 2D membership functions is generated.
Following figure illustrates above concept.
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III. COMPREHENSIVE LEARNING PARTICLE SWARM Where fi =[fi (1), fi (2) ....fi (D)] defines which particles'
OPTIMIZATION pbests the particle i should follow. pbest'(d) can be the

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is a recently proposed corresponding dimension of any particle's including its own
algorithm by James Kennedy and R. C. Eberhart in 1995, pbest, and the decision depends on probability Pc, referred to
motivated by social behaviour of organisms such as bird learning probability, which can take different values for
flocking and fish schooling [17], [18]. PSO as an optimization different particles. For each dimension of particle i , we
tool provides a population-based search procedure in which .a.. . . ........... ~~~~generate a random number. If this random number is largerindividuals called particles change their position (state) with than Pc1, the corresponding dimension will learn from its own
time [19]. In PSO, individuals represent points in the n-
dimensional search space [20]. A particle represents a pbest; otherwise it will learn from another particle's pbest. We
potential solution. The velocity Vid and X d position of the dth employ the tournament selection procedure when the particle's

dimnsinlfteihartclearupateafllo :

dimension learns from another particle's pbest as follows:
dimension of the ith particle are updated as follows:1Radmycostw prileouofheouain

Vd <__Vd * (pbeStd Xd)~~~~~ 1) Randomly choose two particles out of the population
V,d + + c * randl * (pbes - Xd) (4) which excludes the particle whose velocity is updated.
+C rand2d(gbestd-X_ ) 2) Compare the fitness values of these two particles'

X d <_Xd 1V7d (5)
pbests and select the better one.

X1 * X +V (5) 3) Use the winner's pbest as the exemplar to learn from
where X (XJ,X,x2....X)D is the position and for that dimension. If all exemplars of a particle are its own

(Vi'2,....VD) is the velocity of particle i [21], [22]. pbest, we will randomly choose one dimension to learn from
14pbes,i ... vbesY) is the best previous position

another particle's pbest's corresponding dimension.pbesht=(p#bsbe) is the best previous position All these pbest can generate new positions in the search
yielding the best fitness value for the ith particle and space using the information derived from different particles'
gbest = (gbesl, gbesi,...,gbesP) is the best position discovered historical best positions [24].
by the whole population. cl and c2 and are the acceleration
constants reflecting the weighting of stochastic acceleration I CLPSO BASED FUZZY CLASSIICATION
terms that pull each particle toward pbest and gbest positions
respectively [23]. randld and rand 2d are two random Population P with L particles is represented as a vector:

numbers in the range [0, 1]. A particle's velocity on each Pi rl
dimension is clamped to a maximum magnitudeV If V d P r2 2
exceeds a positive constant value Vd specified by the user, (7)max p-. _.

then the velocity of that dimension is assigned to P h rh- h
sign(I i)V$m.lx

Although there are numerous variants for the PSO,
premature convergence when solving multimodal problems is P L r L 9 L
still the main deficiency of the PSO. In the original PSO, each p h= [rh gh ] is a member of population, and exemplify a
particle learns from its pbest and gbest simultaneously. - -
Restricting the social learning aspect to only the gbest makes h h h h h
the original PSO converge fast. However, because all particles rh = [rl r2 r3 .r $* B Iconsists of the premise parameters
in the swarm learn from the gbest even if the current gbest is of the candidate fuzzy rules, where B is a user-defined
far from the global optimum, particles may easily be attracted positive integer to decide the maximum number of fuzzy
to the gbest region and get trapped in a local optimum if the post hintgeh h h h emamberofuz
search environment is complex with numerous local solutions. rules. r = [m-1rjr2 ... m]ji. s themembershp
As f(x) = f(([xl, x2,...,xD]), the fitness value of a particle is functions of the jth rule in which M codes for the number of

h h h hpossibly determined by values of all D parameters, and a inputs of the system. m' j = [M(J0),I Mji,2) 'I M(jii,p) ] is
particle that has discovered the region corresponding to the the ith membership function of the jth rule in which p is the
global optimum in some dimensions may have a low fitness number of parameters of each membership function.
value because of the poor solutions in the other dimensions. In order to be able to reduce the number of rules we used

CLPSO is a novel learning strategy that improves the h
original PSO, all particles' pbest are used to update the vectorgh = [g1h g2 ...gj ...ghg] In factforeach rulerj there
velocity of any one particle. CLPSO ensures that the diversity e
of the swarm is preserved to discourage premature
convergence. In this new learning strategy, the following is considered eligible for adding to the rule base. Let r,hbe the
velocity updating equation iS used:

d d d ~~~~~~~~~~numberof acceptable rules, then index of these rules and their
Vd v t*1 V +c*okrand *8(pbest d-X1i) (6)
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representation are: I h
E {1, 2,..., B}, r = 1, 2,..., rh , bases which maximize the fitness function. To put all things

h h h h together, we describe the method in an algorithmic step-wise
{ril r-h ,..., r h v } respectively. manner as follows:

Consequently, the rule base of the generated fuzzy Step 1) Initialize the CLPSO-based method. General
classification system is described as follows: parameters of the algorithm are listed in Table. I.
r-th rule: TABLE I

h h h ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~METHODPARAMETERSif x,lisA,h andx2 isA h2 and...andx. is A1h (8)
thenx = (x,I Xxm) belongsto class Hr Parameter name Symbol Initialization value

with CF = CFr r = 1,2,.., r,, Population size L VariablewithCF CF r =12 ........, kr
Max number of B 90

where As. i = 1,2,..., ,m are the fuzzy sets of the rth rules

generated fuzzyrule. tMaxnumberaof K 400
To completely define each rule, certainty factor CF and Constants of fitness 5,lO

output H must be determined [2]. To that purpose, we use a set function r 5,10
of training data. There are N training data patterns, each Constants of (V,dl,d2Ic) (1,1,1,0.7)
belonging to one of M colors. Each training pattern is CLPSO

represented by a vector (xv, yn), n =1,2, ...,N , in which_n n ~~~~~~Eachmember of the population Ph = [rh gh] iS
x,n = (xnl I Xn2I v....I x,n. ) and Yne E{1,2,,M }are input and

randomly initialized as follows:

output of nth sample respectively. rh =[mh mh ...Mh ...mMhml M2 ... Mh .MBl
For the rth rule, CF and H are determined as follows: h h h h h (16)

=h [h g ..gh h ]. h j h=1 ,.,BOt2 in 13M ] and mn1 = [1(21,)' (ji(k2).i(fi,)]
1) 9 = E qr(Xp )It = 1,2.....,M (9) andg,=[gl g 2.g .g ]mii k),iE{1 }

xpe Classt i E {1,2,..., M }, k E {1,2,3}
M is randomly generated as follows:

2) Hr = arg maxOt (10) h =m max + (Mmaxk) -m(ik) ).randO (17)
t=1 fn~~~~~~~~~(jik) jik) (jikmax(j,

where the range of the parameter m'.. is defined as
3) Determine the grade of certainty CFr of the rth (ji,k)

fuzzy rule by: [i(m,lnk) mxj)] which is determined from the minimum and

CF =
H -0 (1 1) maximum of membership functions in each dimension.
r-M gh = rand(. (18)

ot
t=1 (rand( is a uniformly distributed random number in [0,1]).

M
where, a_ at (12)where,=lM (12) Velocity vector vh, h = 1,2,.. L of a particle is initialized

t.Hr randomly as: Vh =[ah,1lh ]

Fitness of each particle should satisfy two criteria when ah [all a12...aiM ...al a2h ahM
selecting rule bases. A rule base is better if it has the less h h h (19)
number of rules and minimum error rate. An example of such ... aB1OB2 ...M]a(9
a fitness function is: a h= [aChi 1)aah(J2.

fh =fit(ph)=g1(Ph)g2(Ph) (13) h[8h h,...i h ... 6h (20)

in above equation, functions g, and g2 serve for the first and
seodciei corsodnl. in above formulas och< ] are calculated as follows:second criteria correspondingly. ji gr

r- NICP(Ph ) (14) h mrmax mmfni
stX(:J,v, ) (14) otrh =7n(itsk)Xa(jik) rando (21)

/ ~~~~~~~~~~~20
92(Ph)=exp_rh (15) a h rand 0 (22)

Ur j ~~~~~~~~~~~20

NICP (Ph) is the number of false classified patterns. Gradually, Step 2) Select particle's neighbors. For each particle
in the course of running algorithm, particles try to find rule geert f [f (1) f '2,f D]a olw:Slc w
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particles flid and f2id randomly, If Fitness[pbest(flid)] > functions were put on output variable. Three types of
Fitness[pbest(f2id)] then fi(d) = flid else fQ(d) =f2 d membership functions trapezoidal, Gaussian and Bell-shaped

were investigated for the purpose of their comparison over this
Step 3) Update gh =[g hg . .g problem. Maximum and minimum of membership functions

are determined according to [2]. Our results rank membership
if V >rand() then functions as Bell-shaped, Gaussian and trapezoidal

h = 1 g'h * nd (B rand+ 0.5) (23) respectively according to their performance.
9j* *, = r+

C. Algorithm Parameters
Step 4) Update Pbests and gbest. If Fitness(Xi) > We manually set values for parameters based on previous

Fitness(pbesti) then pbesti = Xi If Fitness(Xi) > Fitness(gbesti) studies and problem characteristics [24]. Those values are
then gbesti = Xi listed in Table I.

Step 5) Update velocity and position of each particle D. Initial Population Generation
according to (6) and (5). Proper initialization of particles plays an important role in

algorithm efficiency. We compared two initialization methods,
Step 6) Decay Velocities: randomly generating rules and rule generation using
Vh = Vh.d1,h = 1,2,..., L, di E [0,1] neurofuzzy method. In order to generate fuzzy rules, we used

(24) ANFIS toolbox provided with MATLAB® programming
yf=- td2. d2 e [0,I] environment.

TABLE IIStep 7) Check Stopping Criteria: ANFIS PERFORMANCE
gen = gen + l (25) Trapezoidal Gaussian Bell-shaped

membership membership membership
if gen > K or the average velocity of particles surpasses a function function function
small threshold near zero then go to next step, else go to step Number Number Number

3. of rules ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Accuracyfl Accuracy of1Accuracy3. of rules of rules of rules
Step 8) Stop: Report particle with the best fitness value as 90 60% 90 81.49% 90 77.63%

best rule base.
For a detailed explanation of CLPSO algorithm, reader is TABLE III

referred to [25]. CLPSO-BASED FUZZY PERFORMANCE

V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS Trapezoidal Gaussian Bell-shaped
Population membership membership membership

In this section, details of our implementation and Initialization function function function
experimental results are presented. To evaluate the efficiency method Number Number Number
of this method we conducted experiments on segmentation of of rules y of rules of rules
color images taken from a Robocop football field which is a

Random 40 60.32% 42 51.84% 38 53.63%
benchmark problem in robotic contests.

ANFIS 47 60.82% 39 73.34% 36 89%
A. Training Data

Color images taken from a small size Robocop soccer As it is shown in Table. III, a higher performance is
field are used as training data. Because we were to build a achievable with ANFIS initialization compared with random
segmentation system invariant to illumination, we tried to method. The reason might be that we constrain the maximum
choose images taken at different lightening situations. Each number of iterations which is needed for algorithm to be
training point belongs to one of ten color classes (Redl, computationally tractable. The total number of rules generated
Orange, Yellow, Green, Cyan, Blue, Purple, Magenta, Pink with this method is about one third of the average number of
Red2). (Redl and Red2 correspond to first and last rules generated with ANFIS.
membership function in Hue dimension). A total number of An example of running our method to segment a soccer
9,000 training data and 3,000 test data were used. From 1,200 field image is shown in Fig. 6. Top row shows the
data points available for each class, 900 was used for training performance of our method with ANFIS initialization and
and remained 300 for testing. Bell-shaped membership functions. Bottom row illustrates the

B. Fuzzy system Structure
performance of ANFIS method. Images at the left are originals
and those at the right are segmented ones.

We used a Sugeno-type Fuzzy inference system with three
inputs consisting dimensions of HSL color space. Ten
membership functions for H dimension and three for each S
and L dimensions was used. Ten constant membership
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